Horticulture Crew Leader

Email all resumes to: Landscape@MeritHall.com w/ Subject “Horticulture Crew Leader”
Fax resume to: (313) 638-2688 w/ Subject “Horticulture Crew Leader”
Location: Livonia

Minimum Qualifications:
- 1-3 years experience required in Grounds Care including knowledge of local plant species
- Must have a basic knowledge of landscape construction techniques
  - Bed installation
  - Tree staking
  - Flower/Plant bed border/edging installation & care
- Must have an extensive knowledge of plant maintenance and grounds care.
- Must have an extensive knowledge of
  - local plant watering needs
  - fertilization needs
  - insect and disease control
- Punctuality is expected and Dependability is expected
- Experience with ladders required
- Experience with holiday lighting preferred
- The ability to lift 50lbs or more throughout the day
- Able to stand and walk for extended periods of time, able to work in all weather conditions,
- Must have extensive knowledge of plant/tree pruning/care
- The ability to lift 50lbs or more throughout the day
- Ability to work quickly with quality results is required.

Certification Requirements:
- Must possess a valid chauffeur's license
- Fertilization License preferred
- Bachelor’s Degree or Working Towards a Bachelor’s Degree in horticulture / landscape architecture preferred

Duties and Responsibilities:
- Include leading a team of 3-6 workers on projects of various sizes and complexity, performing various landscaping/grounds care functions
- Maintaining multiple landscape sites under the guidance of a supervisor
- Maintaining a safe work environment